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The influence of phoneme position overlap on the
phonemic similarity effect in nonword recall
Lisa M. Nimmo and Steven Roodenrys
University of Wollongong, Wollongong, Australia

The current research examined the predictions that short-term memory models generate for the
phonological similarity effect, when similarity was defined in different ways. Three serial recall
experiments with consonant– vowel – consonant (CVC) nonwords are reported, where the position
of the phonemes that list items shared was manipulated (i.e., shared vowel and final consonant
[_VC; Experiment 1], initial consonant and vowel [CV_; Experiment 2], or the two consonants
[C_C; Experiment 3]. The results show that the position of common phonemes in nonwords has
differential effects on order and item information. The findings are discussed in relation to previous
research into the effect of phonemic similarity on nonword recall, and modifications to current
short-term memory models are proposed.

One of the most prominent and robust findings in
the research literature on verbal short-term
memory is the phonological similarity effect: the
finding of poorer serial recall for words that
sound similar to each other than for lists of phonemically dissimilar words. Numerous studies of this
effect have led to the view that phonological similarity predominantly disrupts memory for the order
rather than memory for the identity of words (e.g.,
Baddeley, Lewis, & Vallar, 1984; Coltheart,
1993; Conrad, Baddeley, & Hull, 1966; Conrad
& Hull, 1964; Cowan, Saults, Winterowd, &
Sherk, 1991; Laughery & Pinkus, 1966;
Schweickert, Guentert, & Hersberger, 1990).
Given the robust nature of the phonological
similarity effect, most short-term memory
models incorporate mechanisms to account for it.

However, the majority of short-term memory
models do not provide an explanation for the
effect of phonemic similarity on recall performance
when the stimuli are nonwords (e.g., Brown,
Preece, & Hulme, 2000; Burgess & Hitch, 1992,
1999; Henson, 1998; Page & Norris, 1998). This
reluctance to model this effect may stem from
the fact that although the similarity effect is a
benchmark finding in the research literature for
words, few studies have explored this effect with
lists of nonwords (Besner & Davelaar, 1982;
Drewnowski, 1980; Fallon, Mak, Tehan, &
Daly, in press; Gathercole, Pickering, Hall, &
Peaker, 2001; Lian & Karlsen, 2004; Lian,
Karlsen, & Winsvold, 2001). Moreover, as compared to when the stimuli are words, the results
of nonword studies are contradictory.
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The purpose of conducting the current study
was twofold. The first aim was to clarify the
nature of the phonological similarity effect on
short-term memory for nonwords, and in doing
so differentiate short-term memory models that
predict an order memory impairment (Hartley &
Houghton, 1996; Nairne, 1988, 1990, 2002)
from those that do not (Brown et al., 2000;
Burgess & Hitch, 1992, 1999; Henson, 1998;
Page & Norris, 1998). For short-term memory
models that do postulate an effect of similarity
on nonword recall, a further aim of the present
research was to critically examine the predictions
generated by these models. The structure of this
paper is as follows: After briefly reviewing the
contradictory data from studies on the effect of
phonological similarity on nonword recall, we
describe a number of short-term memory models
with a particular emphasis on the differential
predictions that each generate for the effect of
similarity on nonword recall. We then report
three experiments where phonological similarity
was manipulated. The first experiment was
designed to verify that as with words, phonological
similarity does indeed impair order memory
when the stimuli are nonwords. By contrast,
Experiments 2 and 3 were designed to critically
examine the predictions generated by memory
models that do provide an explanation for the
effect of similarity on nonword recall.

The effect of nonword similarity on
short-term memory
One study that has examined the effect of similarity on nonword memory was conducted by
Lian et al. (2001). They compared memory for dissimilar, phonemically similar, and rhyming lists of
nonwords that differed in associative value (i.e.,
nonwords rated high in associative value are
more wordlike) and found that order memory
was better for dissimilar nonword lists that were

rated as being high in associative value. By contrast, when the stimuli were rated low in associative value, in one experiment (Experiment 1B)
they found no effect of similarity for rhyming
nonword lists and, in another experiment
(Experiment 1A), an order memory advantage
for phonemically similar lists.1 Lian et al. (2001)
suggest that nonwords that are high in associative
value are more similar to real words than are those
rated low in associative value. According to this
view, the more wordlike an item is, the easier it
is to access lexical representations held in longterm memory. These lexical representations can
then be used to aid in the retrieval process.
This idea is consistent with previous research
suggesting that the more wordlike a nonword is
rated, the more accurately the nonword is recalled
(e.g., Gathercole, 1995; Gathercole & Martin,
1996; Gathercole, Willis, Emslie, & Baddeley,
1991; Metsala, 1999).
However, there is an alternative suggestion that
may account for the inconsistencies observed
across the Lian et al. (2001) study. When the
recall task requires oral report, performance may
be influenced by an individual’s articulatory
ability (see Gathercole, Service, Hitch, Adams,
& Martin, 1999; Snowling & Hulme, 1989;
Wells, 1995). For example, it may be that saying
a list of either rhyming (e.g., wut, vut, zut, yut,
chut) or phonemically similar (e.g., zut, fub, zun,
zug, fup) nonwords is easier than saying a list of
phonemically dissimilar nonwords (e.g., zut, yied,
hig, chone, wabe). Moreover, as Wickelgren
(1965) suggests, the correct-in-position measure
of order memory (i.e., scored as correct if a participant recalls the correct item in the correct
position) is influenced by the total number of
items recalled irrespective of position. Hence, the
findings obtained when performance is measured
using the correct-in-position criterion may be
influenced by other factors, such as articulatory
ease (see Murray & Jones, 2002), which may act

1

Please note, Lian et al. (2001, Exp. 1A) did not provide enough detail as to how the phonemically similar stimulus sets were
constructed (i.e., all sharing a vowel, sharing initial or final consonants, or a mixture of phonemes in different positions). This is
important in that Fallon, Groves, and Tehan (1999) suggest that differential results emerge in the literature depending on how
similarity has been operationally defined.
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to constrain the number of items an individual is
able to recall.
To control for the effect that differences in the
number of items recalled has on the measure of
order memory obtained, Fallon et al. (in press;
see also Lian & Karlsen, 2004) used a measure of
order memory that takes into account individual
differences in item recall ability (correct-in-position divided by the score obtained using the item
recall measure—termed “order accuracy”).
Consistent with the findings from a number of
word studies (e.g., Fallon et al., 1999;
Gathercole, Gardiner, & Gregg, 1982), Fallon
et al. (in press) found an item recall advantage
for rhyming lists of nonwords. Moreover, they
found that correct-in-position recall was better
for rhyming than for dissimilar lists. However,
when performance was measured using the order
accuracy criterion, Fallon et al. (in press) found
that similarity impaired order memory. That is,
after controlling for individual differences in item
recall ability, order memory was better for dissimilar than for rhyming lists of nonwords.
Hence, although there are some inconsistencies
in the literature when the stimuli are nonwords,
recent research suggests that comparable results
can be found from studies of words and nonwords.

Explanations derived from short-term
memory models to account for the effect of
similarity on nonword recall
One core assumption that is proposed to account
for the lexicality effect—the finding that memory
is better for words than for nonwords (Hulme,
Maughan, & Brown, 1991)—is that when the
stimuli are words preexisting long-term memory
representations aid in the recall of degraded
short-term memory traces. Termed redintegration,
this process is assumed to operate at the lexical
level, and the effect of similarity on memory is
assumed to be a product of this process (Brown
et al., 2000; Burgess & Hitch, 1992, 1999).
Taken literally, this implies that word recall
benefits from stored long-term memory representations, whereas nonword recall does not. In consequence, some researchers have suggested that

phonemic similarity should not influence
nonword recall (e.g., Brown & Hulme, 1995).
Although this view has recently been tempered
with the suggestion that highly wordlike nonwords
may also undergo a redintegration process (see
Saint-Aubin & Poirier, 2000), clear evidence of a
phonological similarity effect with nonwords
would, in itself, need to be addressed by memory
models that rely on a generic redintegration
process in which to explain the lexicality effect.
By contrast, short-term memory models that do
provide an explanation for the effect of phonemic
similarity on memory for nonwords can be
divided into two classes: psycholinguistic and
nonlinguistic models. Psycholinguistic models of
short-term memory were designed to account for
linguistic research suggesting that subsyllabic
structures influence the recall of nonwords (Ellis,
1980; Treiman & Danis, 1988), and in consequence they attribute the effect of phonological
similarity on memory to linguistic constraints
that operate at the subsyllabic level (e.g., Gupta
& MacWhinney, 1997; Hartley & Houghton,
1996). By contrast, nonlinguistic memory models
are based on general principles, without regard
for stimulus type (e.g., pictures or spatial location).
Nairne’s (1988, 1990) feature model of immediate
memory can be used as an exemplar of what
is meant by a nonlinguistic short-term memory
model. Although psycholinguistic, as well as a
number of nonlinguistic, models maintain that
phonological similarity differentially influences
item and order memory, they differ in terms of
the underlying mechanisms that they assume are
responsible for this effect. Hence, we present a
brief description of the two classes of models
with an emphasis on critically examining the predictions that each class of model generates for the
effect of similarity on both item and order memory.

Outline of Experiments 1 –3 and the
predictions generated by psycholinguistic
and nonlinguistic models of short-term
memory
Across experiments, lists of consonant– vowel –
consonant (CVC) nonwords were constructed
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that shared the same amount of phonemic overlap,
but differed with respect to the position of the
shared phonemes. Experiment 1 compared item
and order memory for lists of CVC nonwords
where the stimuli in each list were phonemically
dissimilar (i.e., each stimulus in each list did not
share any phonemes with any other stimulus in
the same list), were phonemically similar (i.e.,
each stimulus in each list shared two phonemes
with at least one other stimulus in the same list),
or rhymed (i.e., _VC condition). Experiments 2
and 3 also examined item and order memory for
lists of phonemically similar and dissimilar nonwords; crucially, however, as compared to when
the stimuli rhyme (Experiment 1), the comparison
group in these experiments shared either the initial
consonant and vowel (i.e., CV_condition;
Experiment 2) or the two consonants (i.e., C_C
condition; Experiment 3).
Nonlinguistic models of short-term memory
According to the feature model (e.g., Nairne,
2002; Neath, 1999) both short-term and longterm representations are formed during the experimental session, regardless of whether the stimuli
are words or nonwords. In other words, the
long-term (secondary memory) representations
are context specific. At recall, although order of
recall is determined by the retrieval of degraded

traces from a short-term store, those traces are
identified by comparison against traces in longterm memory. This comparison process leads to
both item and order errors. For instance, Nairne
(2002) suggests that phonemic similarity should
facilitate item recall when list items share unique
features that can be used as retrieval cues to limit
the size of the “secondary memory search set”
(e.g., when the words in each list rhyme). Hence,
in the current context, the feature model would
predict an item memory benefit for rhyming
(Experiment 1), CV_(Experiment 2), and C_C
(Experiment 3) lists of nonwords as compared to
the phonemically similar conditions where the
secondary memory search set in this case should
comprise a larger number of items, which in turn
should be better than when the stimuli are phonemically dissimilar, a situation where list retrieval
cues are no longer effective at reducing the size
of the search set (see Table 1).
In contrast to the predictions derived for the
effect of phonological similarity on item memory,
as with other nonlinguistic models of short-term
memory (e.g., Brown et al., 2000), the feature
model (Nairne, 1990) is based on the ratio rule
or idea that the likelihood of recalling a presented
list item is relative to the phonemic similarity of all
the presented list items (Gillund & Shriffrin, 1984;
Hintzman, 1986; Luce, 1959; Nosofsky, 1986).

Table 1. Predictions generated by psycholinguistic and nonlinguistic models of short-term memory for the effect of similarity on nonword
recall
Experiment

Psycholinguistic models

Non-linguistic models

1 (Rhyme)

Item
Order

_VC . similar . dissimilar
Dissimilar . similar . _VC

_VC . similar . dissimilar
Dissimilar . similar . _VC

2 (CV_)

Item
Order

Similar . CV_ . dissimilar
Dissimilar . similar . CV_

[CV_ . similar . dissimilar]
Dissimilar . similar . CV_

3 (C_C)

Item
Order

[Similar . C_C . dissimilar]
Dissimilar . C_C . similar

C_C . similar . dissimilar
[Dissimilar . similar . C_C]

Cross-experiment comparison

Item
Order

[_VC . C_C ¼ CV_]
C_C . _VC ¼ CV_

[C_C ¼ _VC ¼ CV_]
[C_C ¼ _VC ¼ CV_]

Note: The  denotes differences in the predictions generated by each class of model, whereas the brackets indicate where the data
obtained in the current study deviate from what was predicted.
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Accordingly, as phonological similarity increases
order memory should decrease. Hence, the
feature model predicts that order memory should
be impaired to the greatest extent when the lists
comprise items with the highest amount of net
phonemic overlap (i.e., in the current experiments
this equates to the_VC lists in Experiment 1, the
CV_lists in Experiment 2, and the C_C lists in
Experiment 3), as compared to the phonemically
similar conditions (i.e., where the net phonemic
overlap is lower), which should impair order
memory to a greater extent than when the nonwords are phonemically dissimilar (see Table 1).
It could be argued that this description of the
feature model and the predictions derived from it
is too simplistic, in that the feature model includes
an attentional parameter, which may allow some
information to be preferentially encoded into the
memory traces. On this basis one could argue
that the rhyme can be encoded more easily than
the CV or C_C components and so produce
larger effects on recall. However, this seems to
require an appeal to something outside of the
model, in fact to some psycholinguistic mechanism, to explain why participants might selectively
attend to the VC component of lists when they
all rhyme and ignore other list dimensions when
they do not (e.g., when list items share the CV
component).
Psycholinguistic models of short-term memory
In contrast to nonlinguistic models, the predictions generated by psycholinguistic models of
short-term memory derive from the inclusion
in these models of additional mechanisms by
which to explain language-specific constraints on
short-term memory performance: namely, syllable
structure and sonority.
Linguistic research suggests that syllables have
an internal structure comprising an onset and a
rhyme (Fudge, 1969; Treiman, 1983, 1986;
Treiman & Zukowski, 1990). The onset consists
of the initial consonant or consonant cluster,

whereas the rhyme includes the vowel and subsequent consonants. Moreover, the idea that two
separate nodes are used to represent each syllable
at the syllable group level can explain why, when
recall errors occur, the_VC rather than the
CV_or C_C phonemes are more likely to be
retained as a pair in the response (Treiman &
Danis, 1988). To model the effect of syllable structure on memory performance, Hartley and
Houghton (1996) have incorporated a syllable
group into their model, above the level of the
phoneme nodes. At this level in the model, two
separate nodes corresponding to the onset and
rhyme are used to represent each syllable. Each
phoneme stream that enters the model passes
through the syllable group where the syllable
nodes (i.e., onset then rhyme) are activated in
turn, before activating one syllable node at the syllable layer. In consequence, because the same
rhyme node is activated each time an item is presented to the model, this model predicts the item
recall advantage observed when stimuli rhyme
(e.g., Fallon et al., in press).
The second linguistic principle that Hartley
and Houghton (1996) incorporate into their
model is sonority. Sonority refers to the energy
of a speech trace, and the sonority principle
refers to the fact that the speech trace or the
energy of a syllable increases to a peak at the
vowel and then decreases. Hartley and Houghton
(1996) set the activation level of vowels higher
than that of consonants to reflect the idea that
vowels are both longer in duration and more
acoustically intense. Accordingly, order memory
should be poorer when list items share the same
vowel than when they do not.
In terms of the current research, priming of the
same phoneme nodes in the phonemically similar
conditions2 (e.g., the repeated activation of the
initial consonant) should facilitate the recall of
item information, as compared to when the
stimuli are phonemically dissimilar (see Table 1).
Furthermore, when stimuli rhyme, repeated

2

Please note that all of the items in the phonemically similar lists shared the same initial consonant (Experiment 1), the final
consonant (Experiment 2), or the vowel (Experiment 3).
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activation of the same rhyme node at the syllable
level should lead to a further item recall advantage.
For Experiment 1 this equates to an item recall
benefit for rhyming as compared to phonemically
similar nonword lists where all of the list items
share the initial consonant, which should be
better than when the stimuli are phonemically
dissimilar.
In Experiments 2 and 3 item recall should be
poorest in the phonemically dissimilar condition.
Although the CV_(Experiment 2) and C_C
(Experiment 3) conditions share the initial consonant within each list, which should prime the
onset node, a different rhyme node will be activated for each list item. Moreover, as the vowel
is the most strongly represented phoneme (i.e.,
most highly activated) the beneficial effect of
repeating the onset may be quite small, and
thus performance in these conditions may not
be much better than that in the dissimilar condition. However, consider the phonemically
similar conditions in these experiments. In
both cases a number of items within each list
will share the VC component and so activate
the same rhyme node. This should result in
improved item recall in these conditions relative
to the dissimilar condition. If we assume that
repetition of the rhyme unit is more helpful for
recall than is repetition of the onset, then item
recall in the similar conditions may actually be
better than recall in the CV_and C_C conditions
(see Table 1). This prediction must be more tentative as it would seem to depend on the contribution of the onset and rhyme nodes to recall
relative to each other and relative to the individual phoneme nodes.
For order recall, any form of phonemic similarity should disrupt the recall of order information, as compared to when the stimuli are
phonemically dissimilar (see Table 1). When list
items share the vowel, however, order memory
should be further impaired as compared to when
list items share a consonant. Therefore, in
Experiment 1 order memory should be best for
the dissimilar condition and worst for the rhyme
condition, which has the greatest overlap in phonemes and where each item shares the vowel
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with every other item. In Experiment 2 order
memory should be worst for the CV_lists, better
for the similar condition where fewer items share
the vowel, and best for the dissimilar condition.
In Experiment 3 order memory should be best
for the dissimilar condition, worse in the C_C
condition where all of the list items share the consonants, and even worse still in the similar condition where all of the list items share the same
vowel, and each item shares some consonants
with other items (see Table 1).
To reiterate, in a number of short-term
memory models (e.g., Brown et al., 2000;
Burgess & Hitch, 1992, 1999; Henson, 1999;
Page & Norris, 1998) the phonological similarity
effect arises during redintegration: a process that
by definition occurs only for words. In consequence, some researchers have suggested that
phonemic similarity should not influence
nonword recall (e.g., Brown & Hulme, 1995).
By contrast, short-term memory models that do
predict an effect of nonword similarity on
memory can be classified on the basis of whether
they employ general (i.e., nonlinguistic) or psycholinguistic principles in which to explain
memory over the short term. Moreover, although
both classes of model predict that similarity will
differentially influence item and order memory,
crucially these predictions differ as a consequence
of the mechanisms that each model assumes
is responsible for the phonological similarity
effect. Therefore, the aim of Experiment 1 was
to elucidate whether the robust order memory
impairment observed for rhyming word lists is
also found when the stimuli are nonwords
and, in doing so, to distinguish between shortterm memory models that predict an order
memory impairment (Hartley & Houghton,
1996; Nairne, 1990) from those that do not
(Brown et al., 2000; Burgess & Hitch, 1992,
1999; Henson, 1998; Page & Norris, 1998),
whereas Experiments 2 and 3 critically examine
the predictions generated by nonlinguistic and
psycholinguistic models of short-term memory
to account for the effect of similarity on the
recall of item information and memory for an
item’s position in a list.
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EXPERIMENT 1
Experiment 1 employed the same experimental
design as the one that we (Nimmo & Roodenrys,
2004) used in a recent word study. Hence, the
same item pool was used to construct three sets
of nonwords. For one set (rhyming condition),
all of the nonwords in a list shared a common
rhyme ending (i.e.,_VC). In the phonemically
similar set, all of the items in a list shared the
initial consonant, whereas in the phonemically dissimilar set, none of the stimuli in each list shared
any phonemes with any other stimulus in the
same list. Moreover, as the correct-in-position
measure of performance is not independent of a
participant’s item recall ability (Fallon et al.,
1999; Murdock, 1976; Poirier & Saint-Aubin,
1996; Wickelgren, 1965), a measure of order accuracy was obtained. This yields a measure of the
proportion correct as a function of the number of
items recalled.

Method
Participants
A total of 24 undergraduate psychology students
from the University of Wollongong participant
pool (5 males and 19 females), with an age range
from 18 to 56 years (M ¼ 23.21), participated in
compliance with a course requirement. Only
native Australian English speakers who indicated
having no prior problems with hearing participated in the study.
Stimuli
The stimuli comprised 150 nonwords/nonsense
words with a CVC phonemic structure (refer
Table A1). The stimuli were used to create 30
rhyming, 30 phonemically similar, and 30 phonemically dissimilar five-item lists. Thus, each
nonword was sampled three times, such that
each appeared in one rhyming, one similar, and
one dissimilar list. For the rhyming condition, all
of the stimuli in a particular list shared the_VC
component (e.g., Vame, Pame, Yame, Wame,
Zame). For the similar condition, two constraints

were placed on list construction. The first constraint was that no item in a list shared the_VC
component. Also, each stimulus in each list
shared two phonemes with at least one other
stimulus in the same list (e.g., Pame, Pone, Pog,
Pome, Pag). Therefore, all of the items in a
similar list shared the same initial consonant.
Finally, for the dissimilar condition, none of the
stimuli in each list shared any phonemes with
any other stimulus in that list (e.g., Pame, Lun,
Teeb, Hoke, Vag).
Using an Arista Cardioid dynamic microphone (Model No. DM-904D), the stimuli
were recorded onto a Sony Minidisc Deck
(Model No. MDS-JE640) in a sound-attenuated
booth by a female speaker with an Australian
English accent. Each stimulus was transferred
digitally to a Macintosh computer and normalized to control for possible amplitude effects on
performance. Before testing began, 5 participants
who did not take part in the experiment were
asked to listen to and repeat each nonword in
order to check their audibility. If more than
one participant repeated the same nonword
incorrectly, the nonword was re-recorded, and
another 5 participants were asked to listen to
and repeat each nonword. The criterion (i.e.,
no more than one participant repeated the
same nonword incorrectly) for satisfactory audibility of the nonwords was met. Overall,
participants correctly repeated 99.2% of the nonwords presented. The lists were presented in
three blocks of 30 trials. The order of the
blocks within the experimental session was
counterbalanced across participants. The order
of the lists in each block and the order in
which the items occurred in each list were
randomized for all participants.
Procedure
Across all conditions, two practice lists were given
to each participant prior to the presentation of the
first experimental list. Each participant heard five
nonwords at a rate of one per second. Stimulus
presentation rate was controlled using Hypercard
(Version 2.4.1). One second after presentation of
the last item in a list, participants heard a
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200-ms, 500-Hz tone, which was used as a recall
prompt. The participant’s task was to orally recall
the list items in order of presentation.
Participants were told to say “pass” if they could
not remember an item. Thus, strict serial recall
instructions were employed. Presentation and
recall attempts were recorded onto Minidisc to
enable accurate scoring. The recordings from 3
randomly selected participants were transcribed
and scored independently by a researcher who
was familiar with the scoring rules used in the
current study. Inter-rater reliability scores for the
rhyming (item recall, 100%), similar (item recall,
97%) and dissimilar (item recall, 99%) conditions
were obtained. The time taken for each participant
to complete all three conditions was approximately
40 minutes.

Results
The scores obtained for item (i.e., scored as correct
if a participant recalled an item presented in a
given list, regardless of position) and order
memory (i.e., correct-in-position divided by the
score obtained using the item recall measure)
were analysed using separate repeated measures
analyses of variance (ANOVAs). Figure 1 summarizes performance for the dissimilar, similar,
and rhyming lists of nonwords, for both performance measures. Unless otherwise specified, a was
set at.05 (two-tailed).

Figure 1. Mean proportions correct (+SE) for the similar,
dissimilar, and rhyming lists of nonwords for the two scoring
procedures (Experiment 1).
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The item recall analysis revealed a main effect
of phonological similarity, F(2, 46) ¼ 118.64,
MSE ¼ 89.09. Post hoc repeated measures t tests
with sequential Bonferroni adjustments revealed
an item recall advantage for rhyming as compared
to similar lists, t(23) ¼ 7.12, which was better than
when the nonwords were dissimilar, t(23) ¼ 9.05.
Further, the order accuracy analysis revealed
the standard phonological similarity on order
memory, F(2, 46) ¼ 85.94, MSE ¼ .004.
Bonferroni adjusted, post hoc comparisons
revealed that order memory for dissimilar
lists was better than that for similar lists, t(23) ¼
8.63, which was better than that for lists where
the nonwords rhymed, t(23) ¼ 5.25.

Discussion
The finding of an item recall advantage for
rhyming as compared to phonemically dissimilar
lists is consistent with previous research, regardless
of whether the stimuli are words (Fallon et al.,
1999, Exp. 1; Gathercole et al., 1982; Nimmo &
Roodenrys, 2004) or nonwords (Fallon et al., in
press; Lian & Karlsen, 2004). Moreover, order
memory for dissimilar lists was better than that
for phonemically similar lists, which was better
than that for lists where the nonwords rhymed.
This finding of an order memory impairment for
phonemically similar as compared to dissimilar
nonwords is also consistent with the findings
from other nonword studies (i.e., Fallon et al., in
press) that have used the order accuracy criterion
to examine the effect of similarity on order
memory. Hence, as with words, when the stimuli
are nonwords, although phonological similarity
benefits the recall of item information, it has a
detrimental effect on order memory.
The findings from the current study are also
consistent with the predictions generated from
both nonlinguistic (e.g., Nairne, 2002) and
psycholinguistic (e.g., Hartley & Houghton,
1996) models of short-term memory. For
example, according to nonlinguistic (Nairne,
2002) models, the item recall advantage observed
for rhyming lists is due to the fact that these
items share unique features that can be used to
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limit the size of the memory search set (i.e.,
common_VC phonemes) as compared to the phonemically similar lists, which in turn share some
features (i.e., a common initial consonant) that
can be used to limit the size of the memory
search set in relation to the phonemically dissimilar nonword lists. For psycholinguistic models
(e.g., Hartley & Houghton, 1996), rhyming lists
of nonwords receive support not only from the
repeated activation of the same vowel and final
consonant nodes at the phoneme layer, but also
from the repeated activation of the same rhyme
node at the syllable layer. This can be compared
with the phonemically similar condition where
item recall only benefits from the repeated
activation of the onset, and the phonemically dissimilar condition where each phoneme is only ever
activated once in each list. Finally, the observed
order memory impairment for phonemically
similar nonwords is also consistent with the explanations generated from these classes of model. For
example, nonlinguistic short-term memory models
that are based on the ratio rule (e.g., Nairne, 2002)
predict that as similarity increases order memory
should decrease. Furthermore, the Hartley and
Houghton (1996) model suggests that although
any form of similarity should impair order
memory (e.g., phonemically similar as compared
to the dissimilar lists), when the overlapping
phoneme is the vowel (i.e., in this case the _VC
lists), order memory should be further impaired.
The finding of an order memory impairment
for phonemically similar nonwords, however, has
a larger implication. The majority of short-term
memory models incorporate a generic redintegration process to account for the lexicality effect:
the finding that short-term memory is better for
words than for nonwords (Hulme et al., 1997).
Significantly for the present research, in a
number of models the phonological similarity
effect is also assumed to arise during this process
(e.g., Brown et al., 2000; Burgess & Hitch, 1992,
1999; Henson, 1999; Page & Norris, 1998): a
process that by definition can only be completely
effective for words. Although one could argue
that nonword recall can benefit from the use
of lexical representations held in long-term

memory, the finding of an order memory impairment for phonemically similar nonwords emphasizes the need for these models to provide a
more detailed description of this process.
To summarize, when stimuli rhyme, both
the feature model (Nairne, 2002) and Hartley
and Houghton’s (1996) linguistically constrained
model of short-term memory can provide plausible
explanations for the effect of phonemic similarity
on both the recall of item information and
memory for an item’s position in a list. Hence,
two further experiments are reported, which were
designed to distinguish between these two competing explanations.

EXPERIMENT 2
Experiment 2 differed from the first study in
several ways: First, a different item pool was used
to construct the three sets of nonwords. Second,
as compared to the rhyming condition in
Experiment 1, the important condition in
Experiment 2 comprised nonword lists that
shared the CV_component.
In the current context both nonlinguistic and
psycholinguistic models of short-term memory
make the same predictions with respect to the
effect of phonemic similarity on order memory
(i.e., order memory for CV_ should be worse
than that for phonemically similar nonwords,
which should be worse than that for phonemically
dissimilar stimuli). Crucially, however, these
models differ in their predictions for the recall of
item information (see Table 1).
The feature model (Nairne, 1988, 1990) postulates that an item recall advantage should be
observed whenever retrieval cues can be used to
limit the size of the secondary memory search.
Accordingly, this model predicts an item recall
advantage for CV_ as compared to that for the
phonemically similar condition (where each
item in a list shares the final consonant), which
should be better than when the nonwords are
phonemically dissimilar. Psycholinguistic models
also predict that fewer items will be recalled
when the stimuli are phonemically dissimilar
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than for either of the similar conditions. In contrast to the predictions generated by nonlinguistic models, however, psycholinguistic models
predict an item recall advantage for phonemically
similar over the CV_ lists of nonwords. This is
because in the phonemically similar condition,
not only is the final consonant repeatedly activated at the phoneme level, but a number of
list items share a common rhyme ending, thus
repeatedly activating the same rhyme node. By
contrast, in the CV_condition, although the
initial consonant and vowel are repeatedly activated at the phoneme level, each list item activates a different rhyme node at the syllable
level (see Table 1).

Method
Participants
A total of 24 undergraduate psychology students
from the University of Wollongong participant
pool (5 males and 19 females), with an age range
from 16 to 49 years (M ¼ 21.54), participated in
compliance with a course requirement. The same
inclusion criteria as those in Experiment 1 were
placed on the selection of participants.
Stimuli
The stimuli comprised 150 nonwords with a CVC
structure (refer to Table A2). The stimuli were
used to create 30 same initial consonant and
vowel (CV_), 30 phonemically similar, and 30
phonemically dissimilar five-item lists. List construction was the same as in Experiment 1, with
two exceptions. The first exception was that for
the CV_ condition, all of the stimuli in a particular
list shared the CV_ component (e.g., Maib, Maip,
Maig, Maif, Maich). Second, for the similar condition, no item in a list shared the CV_ component
(e.g., Maib, Mab, Wab, Raib, Wieb). Hence, all of
the items in a similar list shared the same final
consonant.
Procedure
The same testing procedure as that used in
Experiment 1 was used in Experiment 2.
The criterion for satisfactory audibility of the
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nonwords was met with participants correctly
repeating 99.5% of the nonwords presented.
Inter-rater reliability scores for the CV_ (item
recall, 100%), similar (item recall, 99%), and
dissimilar (item recall, 96%) conditions were
obtained.

Results
The scores obtained using the item and order
memory measures were analysed using separate
repeated measures ANOVAs. Figure 2 summarizes performance for the dissimilar, similar, and
CV_ conditions, for the two performance
measures.
The item recall analysis revealed a main effect
of phonological similarity, F(2, 46) ¼ 83.75,
MSE ¼ 64.21. Post hoc t tests with sequential
Bonferroni adjustments revealed that item
memory for similar lists was better than that
for CV_ lists, t(23) ¼ 2.74, which in turn
was better than that for dissimilar lists, t(23) ¼
9.79. Furthermore, the order accuracy analysis
revealed the standard order memory impairment
for phonemically similar nonword lists, F(2, 46)
¼ 95.72, MSE ¼ 0.007. Bonferroni adjusted,
post hoc comparisons revealed that order
memory for dissimilar lists was better than that
for similar lists, t(23) ¼ 5.48, which was better
than that for lists of CV_ nonwords, t(23) ¼
8.77.

Figure 2. Mean proportions correct (+SE) for the similar,
dissimilar, and CV_ lists of nonwords for the two scoring
procedures (Experiment 2).
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Discussion
Consistent with a recent word study that we
(Nimmo & Roodenrys, 2004) conducted, order
memory for the dissimilar lists was better than
that for the similar lists, which was better
than that for lists where nonwords shared the
CV_ component. Moreover, this pattern of resultswas predicted by both nonlinguistic and psycholinguistic models of short-term memory (see Table 1).
Although phonological similarity impairs a participant’s ability to recall list items in the correct
order, consistent with Experiment 1, and the predictions generated by nonlinguistic and psycholinguistic models, the data show an item recall
advantage for phonemically similar (irrespective
of the similarity condition) as compared to dissimilar nonword lists. Furthermore, more items were
recalled when the stimuli were phonemically
similar than for CV_ lists of nonwords (see
Table 1). Although these data are consistent
with a psycholinguistic (Hartley & Houghton,
1996) account for the effect of similarity on item
memory, they are contrary to the predictions generated from the feature model (Nairne, 1988,
1990). For example, according to the feature
model, phonemic similarity should facilitate
the recall of item information to the extent that
the size of the secondary memory search set can
be limited to a smaller set of possible items (i.e.,
all items that share the CV_ component). In consequence, if the item recall advantage obtained
in Experiment 1 for rhyming nonword lists was
due to limiting the size of this search set, then
an item recall advantage should also have been
found for the CV_ condition in this study. One
could argue that the rhyme unit is a more salient
cue than other types of list cues. For example,
the feature model (Nairne, 1988, 1990) includes
an attentional parameter to reflect the idea that
the recall of item information is influenced not
only by the distinctiveness of list items in relation
to the other presented list items, but also by the
salience of the cues. To make a logical argument,
however, this model would need to specify why
this may be the case as compared to lists of CV_
nonwords.

In summary the findings from Experiment 2 are
consistent with (a) the idea that, irrespective of
whether the stimuli are words or nonwords,
phonological similarity facilitates the recall of
item information and has a detrimental effect on
order memory, and (b) psycholinguistic models
(Hartley & Houghton, 1996), and they are inconsistent with the predictions derived from nonlinguistic models of short-term memory (Nairne,
1988, 1990) that predict an item recall advantage
whenever the list items share unique features
(i.e., in this case, CV_ nonwords) that can be
used to limit the size of the memory search set.
One final experiment further examined the predictions generated by psycholinguistic (Hartley &
Houghton, 1996) and nonlinguistic (Nairne,
1988, 1990) memory models for the effect of
similarity on item and order memory.

EXPERIMENT 3
Experiment 3 differed from the preceding experiments in several ways: First, a different item pool
was again used to construct the three sets of nonwords. Second, as compared to lists of either _VC
(Experiment 1) or CV_ (Experiment 2) nonwords,
the important condition in Experiment 3 comprised
nonword lists that shared the C_C component.
In the current study, psycholinguistic and nonlinguistic models of short-term memory predict an
identical pattern of results with respect to the
effect of similarity (irrespective of how similarity is
operationally defined) on item and order memory
when compared with lists of nonwords that are phonemically dissimilar (see Table 1). That is, when the
nonwords are phonemically dissimilar, although
participants are less likely to recall the presented
list items (item memory), when they do, they are
more likely to recall the items in the correct order
(order memory). The predictions generated by
these models for the effect of similarity when operationally defined in different ways do differ,
however, as a consequence of the mechanisms that
each model assumes is responsible for the effect of
similarity on the recall of item information and
memory for an item’s position in a list.
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According to nonlinguistic models (Nairne,
1988, 1990), a smaller number of items should
be included in the secondary memory search set
when all of the nonwords in a list share the C_C
components than in the phonemically similar condition (i.e., where in this case, all of the items share
a common vowel). In consequence, an item recall
advantage should be observed in the C_C as compared to the phonemically similar condition (see
Table 1). However, in comparison to the phonemically similar condition, as these types of list
(i.e., C_C condition) comprise items with a
higher amount of net phonemic overlap, order
memory should be further impaired. By contrast,
psycholinguistic models (Hartley & Houghton,
1996) make the opposite predictions. For example,
these models predict an item recall advantage for
the phonemically similar (i.e., not only is the
vowel repeatedly activated at the phoneme level,
but a number of list items share a common
rhyme ending, thus repeatedly activating the
same rhyme node) as compared to C_C (i.e.,
although the initial and final consonants are
repeatedly activated at the phoneme level, in this
condition each list item activates a different
rhyme node at the syllable level) lists of nonwords
(see Table 1). Furthermore, as all of the nonwords
in the phonemically similar condition share the
same vowel, order memory should be further
impaired as compared to situations where each
list item has a unique vowel (i.e., in this case
C_C lists of nonwords).

used to create 30 same-consonant, 30 phonemically similar, and 30 phonemically dissimilar fiveitem lists. The same constraints were placed on
the construction of the stimulus lists as for
Experiment 1, with two minor modifications.
The first modification was that for the C_C lists,
all of the stimuli in a particular list shared the
C_C component (e.g., Bech, Barch, Borch,
Baich, Biech). Also, for the phonemically similar
lists, no item in a list shared both consonants
(e.g., Bech, Besh, Bedge, Teg, Cheg). Therefore,
all of the items in a similar list shared the same
vowel.
Procedure
The same testing procedure was used in the
current experiment as in Experiment 1. The criterion for satisfactory audibility of the nonwords
was met with participants correctly repeating
99.5% of the nonwords presented. Inter-rater
reliability scores for the C_C (item recall, 98%),
similar (item recall, 96%), and dissimilar (item
recall, 99%) conditions were obtained.

Results
Measures of item and order memory were analysed
using separate repeated measures ANOVAs.
Figure 3 summarizes performance for the dissimilar, similar, and C_C conditions, for the two
performance measures.

Method
Participants
A total of 24 undergraduate psychology students
from the University of Wollongong participant
pool (2 males and 22 females), with an age range
from 18 to 34 years (M ¼ 22.63), participated in
compliance with a course requirement. The same
inclusion criteria were placed on the selection of
participants as those for Experiment 1.
Stimuli
The stimuli comprised 150 nonwords with a CVC
structure (refer to Table A3). The stimuli were
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Figure 3. Mean proportions correct (+SE) for the similar,
dissimilar, and C_C lists of nonwords for the two scoring
procedures (Experiment 3).
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The item recall analysis revealed a main effect
of phonological similarity, F(2, 46) ¼ 179.99,
MSE ¼ 98.40. Bonferroni adjusted comparisons
revealed that item memory for C_C was better
than that for similar lists, t(23) ¼ 11.09, which
was better than that for lists where the nonwords
were phonemically dissimilar, t(23) ¼ 8.27.
Furthermore, the order accuracy analysis revealed
the standard order memory impairment for
phonemically similar nonword lists, F(2, 46) ¼
55.88, MSE ¼ .009. Bonferroni adjusted, post
hoc comparisons revealed that order memory for
dissimilar lists was better than that for C_C lists,
t(23) ¼ 8.33, which was better than that for lists
where the nonwords were phonemically similar,
t(23) ¼ 3.31.
To examine the effect of similarity on item and
order memory in greater detail, the data for the
similar conditions, where the position of the overlapping phonemes was varied, yet similarity
remained constant (i.e., _VC, Experiment 1;
CV_, Experiment 2; C_C, Experiment 3),
were subjected to separate between-subjects
ANOVAs. The item recall analysis revealed a
significant difference in the number of items
recalled across conditions, F(2, 69) ¼ 22.12,
MSE ¼ 229.52. Bonferroni adjusted post hoc
comparisons revealed that item memory for CV_
list (Experiment 2) was poorer than that for
either C_C (Experiment 3), t(46) ¼ 5.95, or
rhyming (Experiment 1) lists, t(46) ¼ 5.55,
which did not differ, t(46) ¼ 0.39, ns. Moreover,
the order accuracy analysis revealed a significant
difference in order memory across conditions,
F(2, 69) ¼ 19.24, MSE ¼ .01. Bonferroni adjusted,
post hoc comparisons revealed that order memory
for C_C lists was better than that for either
rhyming, t(46) ¼ 3.72, or CV_ lists, t(46) ¼
6.16, which did not differ, t(46) ¼ 2.44, ns.

Discussion
Consistent with the data obtained in the
preceding experiments, and the predictions
generated by psycholinguistic (Hartley &
Houghton, 1996) as well as nonlinguistic
(Nairne, 1988, 1990) models of short-term

memory, irrespective of how similarity was operationally defined, a larger number of nonwords
were recalled for phonemically similar stimuli
than for the dissimilar nonword lists (see
Table 1). Moreover, consistent with the predictions generated from the feature model (Nairne,
1988, 1990), more items were recalled in the
C_C than in the phonemically similar condition. By contrast, this finding of an item
recall advantage for lists of C_C as compared
to phonemically similar nonwords is problematic
for Hartley and Houghton’s (1996) linguistically
constrained model of short-term memory. For
example, according to this model, in contrast
to the C_C condition, where although the
initial and final consonants are repeatedly activated at the phoneme level, each list item activates a different rhyme node at the syllable
level, more items should be recalled in the phonemically similar condition where not only is
the vowel repeatedly activated at the phoneme
level, but a number of list items share a
common rhyme ending, thus repeatedly activating the same rhyme node at the syllable level.
Furthermore, although comparisons across
experiments revealed an item recall advantage
for rhyming as compared to CV_ lists (in
support of the Hartley & Houghton, 1996,
model), no differences in item recall levels
were observed between the C_C and rhyming
nonword lists (support for Nairne’s, 2002,
feature model).
However, a note of caution should be exercised
in relation to the recall of item information. First,
item recall performance across all three of the
phonemically dissimilar conditions was extremely
low. For instance, participants were recalling on
average only 1 to 1.5 items out of 5. Thus, participants were only able to remember the first
(or last) item in each list. This observation
makes sense in that for phonemically dissimilar
nonwords there is nothing to facilitate the recall
of item information (e.g., a shared rhyme
ending or repetition priming when the experimental stimuli are phonemically similar).
Second, when there are high levels of item
recall, as observed when the experimental
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stimuli are words (see Fallon et al., 1999; Nimmo
& Roodenrys, 2004), item scores produce reliable,
meaningful, and lawful results. Finally, factors
other than short-term memory, such as ease of
articulatory transition (Murray & Jones, 2002),
may have also influenced the number of items
that an individual was able to recall.
When the effect of similarity on order memory
was examined with a measure that is independent
of an individual’s item recall ability (Poirier &
Saint-Aubin, 1996; Wickelgren, 1965), however,
the data show an order memory advantage for dissimilar as compared to C_C lists, which was better
than when the nonwords were phonemically
similar. This is an important finding in that nonlinguistic short-term memory models (Nairne,
1988, 1990) assume that as similarity increases
order memory should decrease. However, in the
current experiment, C_C lists shared a greater
amount of phonemic overlap than did the phonemically similar nonword lists. In contrast, Hartley
and Houghton’s (1996) linguistically constrained
short-term memory model suggests that, although
any form of similarity should impair order
memory, when the overlapping phoneme is the
vowel (the phonemically similar condition in this
experiment), order memory should be further
impaired.
Finally, comparisons across conditions
where similarity was held constant (e.g., VC,
Experiment 1; CV, Experiment 2; C_C,
Experiment 3) were conducted as a final test of
the idea that sharing a vowel impairs order
memory to a greater extent than does shared consonants. These analyses revealed an order memory
advantage for C_C as compared to either rhyming
or CV_ lists, which did not differ. Taken together,
these findings are inconsistent with the predictions
generated from nonlinguistic models (e.g., Brown
et al., 2000; Burgess & Hitch, 1992, 1999; Nairne,
1988, 1990, 2002) and lend support to Hartley and
Houghton’s (1996) linguistically constrained
model of short-term memory for nonwords,
which predicts a further order memory impairment when list items share a vowel (i.e., _VC
and CV_ lists) as compared to when they do not
(i.e., C_C lists).
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GENERAL DISCUSSION
The finding of clear evidence for a phonological
similarity effect on nonword recall calls into
question the explanations that short-term
memory models (e.g., Brown et al., 2000;
Burgess & Hitch, 1992, 1999; Henson, 1998;
Page & Norris, 1998) generate for the similarity
effect when they rely on a generic redintegration
process to explain this effect. This is not to
suggest that these models deny that lexical representations stored in long-term memory can aid
the recall of nonwords. However, by definition,
the redintegration process occurs only for words.
Hence, the data obtained in the current research
suggest that short-term memory models that rely
on a generic redintegration process to explain
both the lexicality and phonological similarity
effects need to specify in greater detail the level
at which this process is assumed to aid memory
over the short term.
Short-term memory models that do predict a
phonological similarity effect for nonwords were
divided into two classes: psycholinguistic and nonlinguistic models. When item recall levels were
examined the findings are inconclusive. For
example, the finding of an item recall advantage
for rhyming as compared to CV_ nonwords is consistent with psycholinguistic models and is inconsistent with the predictions derived from
nonlinguistic models of short-term memory. By
contrast, the finding that item recall levels were
equivalent for rhyming and C_C lists of nonwords
is consistent with nonlinguistic models and inconsistent with the prediction derived from psycholinguistic models of short-term memory. To date,
however, little research has centred on the effect
that oral report of nonwords has on short-term
memory performance. For instance, other factors
such as articulatory transition ease (Murray &
Jones, 2002) have been found to influence the
recall of words. Further, it may be that participants
use different strategies when recalling lists of nonwords (e.g., focus on overlapping phonemes) as
compared to words (e.g., use of similar-sounding
items stored in long-term memory). Therefore,
although the findings are promising, future research
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should aim to examine other factors that may influence the recall of item information when the experimental stimuli are nonwords.
By contrast, clear conclusions can be drawn from
the data when order memory was examined. For
example, the current study found an order memory
advantage for C_C as compared to either rhyming
or CV_ nonword lists. This is important in that
the amount of shared phonemic overlap was held
constant across all three of these phonemically
similar conditions. At present, nonlinguistic shortterm memory models (Nairne, 1988, 1990, 2002)
assume that the locus of the similarity effect for
order memory derives from the amount of shared
phonemic overlap between list items. In consequence, these types of model predict that order
memory should be impaired to the same extent for
CV_, C_C, and _VC lists of nonwords: a prediction
that is clearly at odds with the data obtained in the
current research.
In comparison, this finding of an order memory
advantage for C_C as compared to CV_ or
rhyming nonword lists is consistent with the predictions generated by Hartley and Houghton’s (1996)
linguistically constrained model of short-term
memory. According to this model, sharing any
form of similarity with other list items should make
it harder to recall the items in the correct order
(i.e., phonemically dissimilar as compared to any of
the similar conditions); however, when the overlapping phoneme is the vowel (i.e., CV_ and _VC, as
compared to C_C lists), a further impairment in
order memory should be observed. Hence, the findings from Experiments 1–3 are consonant with the
idea that when the experimental lists are phonemically similar, order memory is influenced by both
the amount of phonemic overlap between list items
and whether the overlapping phoneme is the vowel.
In summary, although future research should
focus on the influence that other factors have on
the recall of item information when the stimuli
are nonwords, in terms of order recall, Hartley
and Houghton’s (1996) linguistically constrained
model of short-term memory is, at present, the
only memory model that can adequately explain
the current research findings. One criticism that
could be directed at the previously drawn

conclusion is that we have treated nonlinguistic
models somewhat unfairly. For example, one
could argue that it is not the case that these
models deny the importance of linguistic constraints for memory over the short term.
Moreover, one could also argue that slight modifications to any number of nonlinguistic models,
such as increasing the salience of vowels as compared to consonants, may provide these models
with plausible mechanisms in which to account
for linguistic effects on memory. However,
although simple modifications to nonlinguistic
short-term memory models may provide these
types of model with the mechanisms necessary to
account for the present data, the strength of the
current research is that it highlights the inadequacies of short-term memory models that are based
on the distinctiveness assumption and in consequence illuminates an area of research (i.e., linguistics) that has been neglected by short-term
memory modellers.
To reiterate, the major implications of the
current findings are as follows. First, shortterm memory models that rely on a generic
redintegration process to account for the effect of
phonological similarity on memory over the short
term, for words, need to specify the level at
which this process is also assumed to aid the
recall of nonwords. Second, it is no longer
sufficient to use a “phonemic overlap” or distinctiveness argument to account for the effect of
phonemic similarity on order memory. Rather,
the findings suggest that short-term memory
performance is influenced by linguistic constraints,
such as syllable structure and sonority, that are
assumed to operate at the subsyllabic level.
Hence, the current research points to a need for
short-term memory modellers to incorporate the
mechanisms necessary to deal with the psycholinguistic rules that constrain short-term memory
performance at the subsyllabic as compared to
the lexical level.
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Table A1. Nonword lists and IPA codes for the stimuli used for Experiment 1
Stimuli
pame
hace
tait
wayb
zile
shied
zine
boke
gome
yone
wole
pag
kang
bam
fap
gin
bip
hig
ning
geed
teep
deek
leeb
mun
wug
lub
wut
zock
shog
chot
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IPA codes

Stimuli

IPA codes

Stimuli

IPA codes

Stimuli

IPA codes

Stimuli

IPA codes

peIm
heIs
teIt
weIb
zaIl
SaId
zaIn
b@Uk
g@Um
j@Un
w@Ul
p{g
k{˛
b{m
f{p
gIn
bIp
hIg
nI˛
gI:d
tI:p
dI:k
lI:b
mçn
wçg
lçb
wçt
z‰k
S‰g
tS‰t

vame
zace
nait
hayb
shile
kied
yine
doke
wome
vone
chole
kag
mang
nam
vap
zin
gip
chig
hing
yeed
veep
heek
teeb
yun
zug
fub
vut
yock
pog
zot

veIm
zeIs
neIt
heIb
SaIl
kaId
jaIn
d@Uk
w@Um
v@Un
tS@Ul
k{g
m{˛
n{m
v{p
zIn
gIp
tSIg
hI˛
jI:d
vI:p
hI:k
tI:b
jçn
zçg
fçb
vçt
j‰k
p‰g
z‰t

yame
tace
vait
tayb
yile
mied
hine
goke
lome
pone
nole
vag
nang
fam
wap
hin
mip
nig
ching
meed
feep
neek
heeb
vun
vug
gub
zut
gock
chog
mot

jeIm
teIs
veIt
teIb
jaIl
maId
haIn
g@Uk
l@Um
p@Un
n@Ul
v{g
n{˛
f{m
w{p
hIn
mIp
nIg
tSI˛
mI:d
fI:p
nI:k
hI:b
vçn
vçg
gçb
zçt
g‰k
tS‰g
m‰t

wame
nace
yait
fayb
hile
zied
gine
noke
pome
chone
lole
chag
dang
cham
bap
nin
fip
vig
ming
zeed
zeep
feek
geeb
zun
shug
shub
yut
fock
yog
fot

weIm
neIs
jeIt
feIb
haIl
zaId
gaIn
n@Uk
p@Um
tS@Un
l@Ul
tS{g
d{˛
tS{m
b{p
nIn
fIp
vIg
mI˛
zI:d
zI:p
fI:k
gI:b
zçn
Sçg
Sçb
jçt
f‰k
j‰g
f‰t

zame
wace
zait
gayb
chile
yied
kine
hoke
bome
wone
zole
yag
wang
vam
dap
min
vip
yig
fing
veed
yeep
yeek
deeb
lun
kug
mub
chut
vock
mog
vot

zeIm
weIs
zeIt
geIb
tSaIl
yaId
kaIn
h@Uk
b@Um
w@Un
z@Ul
j{g
w{˛
v{m
d{p
mIn
vIp
jIg
fI˛
vI:d
jI:p
jI:k
dI:b
lçn
kçg
mçb
tSçt
v‰k
m‰g
v‰t
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Table A2. Nonword lists and IPA codes for the stimuli used for Experiment 2
Stimuli

IPA codes

Stimuli

IPA codes

Stimuli

IPA codes

Stimuli

IPA codes

Stimuli

IPA codes

mayp
says
waysh
raych
lieg
riech
tiech
wieb
birsh
pirsh
kav
hab
mab
wab
lig
pish
bish
seeb
weesh
beev
kudge
hus
mup
ruch
losh
kodge
sog
porv
worb
harb

meIp
seIs
weIS
reItS
laIg
raItS
taItS
waIb
bÆ:S
pÆ:S
k{v
h{b
m{b
w{b
lIg
pIS
bIS
sI:b
wI:S
bI:v
kçdZ
hçs
mçp
rçtS
l‰S
l‰dZ
s‰g
pO:v
wO:b
hA:b

mayb
sayp
ways
rayb
lieng
riedge
ties
wiesh
birf
pirg
kas
han
maf
wan
lish
piv
bim
seech
weech
beesh
kung
huz
muv
rudge
loch
kosh
som
porb
worg
harn

meIb
seIp
weIs
reIb
laI˛
raIdZ
taIs
waIS
bÆ:f
pÆ:g
k{s
h{n
m{f
w{n
lIS
pIv
bIm
sI:tS
wI:tS
bI:S
kç˛
hçz
mçv
rçdZ
l‰tS
l‰S
s‰m
pO:b
wO:g
hA:n

mayg
sayg
waych
rayg
liech
riesh
tieng
wieng
birng
pirng
kaz
haf
mav
wadge
lidge
pim
biv
seesh
weef
bees
kuv
hudge
mus
rus
lon
kom
sodge
porg
worch
hardge

meIg
seIg
weItS
reIg
laItS
raIS
taI˛
waI˛
bÆ:˛
pÆ:˛
k{z
h{f
m{v
w{dZ
lIdZ
pIm
bIv
sI:S
wI:f
bI:s
kçv
hçdZ
mçs
rçs
l‰n
l‰m
s‰dZ
pO:g
wO:tS
hA:dZ

mayf
sayng
waym
rayng
liesh
riev
tieg
wies
birm
pirb
kang
hadge
maz
wach
lif
pidge
bis
seef
weem
beeg
kuch
hup
muz
ruv
lom
kov
son
porf
worv
hars

meIf
seI˛
weIm
reI˛
laIS
raIv
taIg
waIs
bÆ:m
pÆ:b
k{˛
h{dZ
m{z
w{tS
lIf
pIdZ
bIs
sI:f
wI:m
bI:g
kçtS
hçp
mçz
rçv
l‰m
l‰v
s‰n
pO:f
wO:v
hA:s

maych
saych
wayb
raym
liedge
rieng
tiev
wiem
birb
pirf
kag
has
madge
wav
lis
pib
bidge
seeg
weeg
beeb
kug
huv
mudge
rup
lof
koch
sosh
pors
wors
harz

meItS
seItS
weIb
reIm
laIdZ
raI˛
taIv
waIm
bÆ:b
pÆ:f
k{g
h{s
m{dZ
w{v
lIs
pIb
bIdZ
sI:g
wI:g
bI:b
kçg
hçv
mçdZ
rçp
l‰f
l‰tS
s‰S
pO:s
wO:s
hA:z
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Table A3. Nonword lists and IPA codes for the stimuli used for Experiment 3
Stimuli

IPA codes

Stimuli

IPA codes

Stimuli

IPA codes

Stimuli

IPA codes

Stimuli

IPA codes

bech
bidge
bish
biv
didge
div
diz
has
haf
han
hom
chaf
yeb
yeg
cheg
yek
yem
larv
lef
lidge
lish
res
rin
riz
tas
teg
tem
wadge
wem
wesh

bEtS
bIdZ
bIS
bIv
dIdZ
dIv
dIz
h{s
h{f
h{n
h‰m
tS{f
jEb
jEg
tSEg
jEk
jEm
lA:v
lEf
lIdZ
lIS
rEs
rIn
rIz
t{s
tEg
tEm
w{dZ
wEm
wES

barch
bedge
besh
beev
dedge
dav
dez
hes
heef
hon
heem
chof
yeeb
yeeg
chog
yeek
yeem
lev
laf
liedge
lesh
ras
reen
rez
tus
targ
tam
wudge
wum
wash

bA:tS
bEdZ
bES
bI:v
dEdZ
d{v
dEz
hEs
hI:f
h‰n
hI:m
tS‰f
jI:b
jI:g
tS‰g
jI:k
jI:m
lEv
l{f
laIdZ
lES
r{s
ri:n
rEz
tçs
tA:g
t{m
wçdZ
wçm
w{S

borch
beedge
biesh
barv
dadge
dov
daz
hees
hirf
hirn
hirm
charf
yob
yog
charg
yock
yom
lorv
lorf
lordge
liesh
rars
rarn
reez
tors
torg
tum
weedge
weem
wush

bO:tS
bI:dZ
baIS
bA:v
d{dZ
d‰v
d{z
hI:s
hÆ:f
hÆ:n
hÆ:m
tSA:f
j‰b
j‰g
tSA:g
j‰k
j‰m
lO:v
lO:f
lO:dZ
laIS
rA:s
rA:n
rI:z
tO:s
tO:g
tçm
wI:dZ
wI:m
wçS

baych
baydge
barsh
borv
deedge
darv
doz
hays
hayf
hayn
haym
chirf
yarb
yarg
chirg
yark
yarm
lav
lirf
ladge
lirsh
rors
rorn
rarz
tays
tayg
tarm
wardge
warm
waysh

beItS
beIdZ
bA:S
bO:v
dI:dZ
dA:v
d‰z
heIs
heIf
heIn
heIm
tSÆ:f
jA:b
jA:g
tSÆ:g
jA:k
jA:m
l{v
lÆ:f
l{dZ
lÆ:S
rO:s
rO:n
rA:z
teIs
teIg
tA:m
wA:dZ
wA:m
weIS

biech
biedge
baysh
bayv
dardge
deev
darz
hies
hief
hien
hiem
chief
yieb
yieg
chieg
yiek
yiem
layv
layf
laydge
laysh
rirs
rirn
rirz
ties
tieg
torm
wiedge
wiem
wiesh

baItS
baIdZ
beIS
beIv
dA:dZ
dI:v
dA:z
haIs
haIf
haIn
haIm
tSaIf
jaIb
jaIg
tSaIg
jaIk
jaIm
leIv
leIf
leIdZ
leIS
rÆ:s
rÆ:n
rÆ:z
taIs
taIg
tO:m
waIdZ
waIm
waIS
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